1. Experiment to determine Attribution License Violations on Flickr Images

   Results from the Experiment:
   http://dig.csail.mit.edu/2008/WSRI-Exchange/results

   The Source Code Used to run the Experiment:

2. Attribution License Violations Validator

   Project Home Page:
   http://dig.csail.mit.edu/2008/WSRI-Exchange

   The CC-license Violations Validator Service:
   http://dig.csail.mit.edu/2008/WSRI-Exchange/src/cc_validator.cgi

   Source Code:

3. Semantic Clipboard

   Project Home Page:

   Source Code:
   http://dig.csail.mit.edu/2007/tab/ext/chrome/content/semclip.js

   Tabulator Firefox Extension (to install the Semantic Clipboard):

   Demo Page:
   http://people.csail.mit.edu/oshani/SM/demo.html